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Friendship, trust and longing

Waiting for
Sailor
INGRID GODON & ANDRÉ SOLLIE

Lighthouse keeper Tijs spends all day looking out at the sea. He’s
waiting for his friend Sailor, who has promised to return so they
can travel the world together. It’s all Tijs can think about, even
though his friends believe Sailor will never return. On his birthday,
Tijs can hardly believe his luck when Sailor finally appears late
that evening. They leave together without saying goodbye to
anyone. Since then, Tijs’s friends have been waiting every day for
his return…

Longing powerfully reduced to its essence
DE LEESWELP

‘Waiting for Sailor’ is a picture book about friendship and missing
friends. It’s a timeless story that remains topical because of its
universal themes. André Sollie’s text is sparing: not a word is
wasted, an apt touch as it ensures that each emotion is carefully
suggested. For her part, Ingrid Godon has cleverly incorporated
these subtle emotions into her illustrations: her gentle prints
appeal to your emotions and arouse your sympathy. It's a book that
will long stay with you and where you can turn to whenever you
find yourself missing someone.

An unusually well-balanced picture book
DE MORGEN

AUTHORS

Ingrid Godon  (b. 1958) enjoys international

renown as an illustrator. Her work has been
published in more than forty languages. With
'Waiting for Sailor' she found her own style:
stripped down and distilled to the essence.
Godon’s best-known characters are perhaps
‘Nelly & Caesar’: this series of picture books
was made into cartoons that have been
broadcast all over the world. In 2011, she set
a new course with 'I Wish', a series of
portraits which also appeal to adults. Photo ©

Margot Krizsa  André Sollie  (b. 1947) writes

with his drawing pencils and draws with his
sentences. He creates wonderful picture
books and writes YA novels, poems, song
lyrics and plays. His work has won him
countless awards. 
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